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ARTICLE  
 
Striving for wellbeing: The different roles of hedonia 
and eudaimonia in goal pursuit and goal achievement 
 
Kjærsti Thorsteinsen  ·  Joar Vittersø 
 
 
Abstract:  Goals are central to theories of happiness and previous research has shown that 
successful goal pursuit typically leads to a boost in wellbeing. Taking these ideas further, the 
current study adopts the distinction between hedonic wellbeing (HWB) and eudaimonic 
wellbeing (EWB) and suggests that it is the former that increases when goals are achieved. By 
contrast, EWB is hypothesized to have a causal effect on the initiating and upholding of goal 
pursuits. In a short-term, longitudinal intervention study, 185 participants (78.8% women): 69 
students and 116 participants from a sample representative of the Norwegian population were 
asked to set a personal goal. Every night throughout the next week, participants received one 
out of three different mental exercises (i.e., mental contrasting, process simulation or positive 
fantasizing) to support active goal pursuit. A path model found that EWB, and not HWB, 
predicted subsequent goal effort directly ( = .33, p < .001) and goal achievement indirectly (fully 
mediated by goal effort;  = .14, p = .001). Further, the model showed that goal effort ( = .17, p < 
.001) and goal achievement ( = .13, p = .001) caused an increase in post-intervention measures of 
HWB but not in EWB. A multilevel linear growth model revealed elevated levels of HWB for all 
intervention groups after the goal pursuit week ( = .24, p < .001), while EWB in general did not 
change during the study period. However, EWB unexpectedly increased for those in the positive 
fantasizing condition. The present finding indicates that it is the eudaimonic part of wellbeing 
that ignites and sustains goal pursuit processes, at least when they take some effort. By contrast, 
HWB is less involved in goal pursuit initiatives and more related to the outcome phase. Results 
are discussed with reference to several wellbeing theories. 
 
Keywords: subjective wellbeing, eudaimonic wellbeing, hedonic wellbeing, goal pursuit, goal 
achievement, effort 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Pursuing meaningful goals is a worthwhile activity. Indeed, Aristotle has convincingly argued 
that such a pursuit is the essence of a good life (e.g., Russell, 2013), and most modern 
conceptualizations of wellbeing are consistent with the idea that happiness increases when 
personally important goals either are about to be, or actually are being achieved (Brunstein, 
1993; Cantor & Sanderson, 1999; Carver & Scheier, 1990; Diener, 1984; Diener, Suh, Lucas, & 
Smith, 1999; Emmons, 1986; Klug & Maier, 2015; Koestner, Lekes, Powers, & Chicoine, 2002; 
Little, 1989; Smith, Tong, & Ellsworth, 2014). Despite the consensus established for the view 
that successful goal pursuit leads to increased wellbeing, a related puzzle remains unsolved. It 
concerns the possibility that wellbeing might operate as both a cause and as an effect of goal 
pursuit, a situation often referred to as reciprocal causation. Hence, the purpose of the present 
paper is to investigate whether wellbeing, or certain dimensions of wellbeing, not only follows 
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from goal achievement, but also ignites goal pursuing processes. In particular, we will analyze 
activities driven by goals that are somewhat difficult to reach. 
The broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions (e.g., Fredrickson, 2001) is a renowned 
defender of a reciprocal wellbeing approach. Briefly, the idea is that positive emotions broaden 
one’s momentary thought-action repertoires and consequently create an urge to explore novel 
thoughts and behaviors. Next, these thoughts and behaviors will build psychological, social 
and physiological resources. These resources lead in turn to higher wellbeing. Elevated 
wellbeing means more positive emotions, that again supply new thought-action repertoires, 
which then produce additional resources that cause better wellbeing, and so on in a never-
ending upward spiral. 
But a growing literature contests the principal assumptions in the broaden-and-build 
theory. It seems that it is low arousal, and not positivity in itself, that constitutes the underlying 
mechanism of the broadening of attention and memory. This view is supported by 
observations showing how both negative and positive low-aroused affect broaden attention 
and memory, whereas high-aroused positive (and negative) affect actually narrow them down 
(Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2008; Harmon-Jones, Gable, & Price, 2013; Harmon-Jones, Price, 
Gable, & Peterson, 2014). In addition, there are theoretical and empirical reasons to believe that 
an important function of low-arousal positive feelings—such as pleasure and satisfaction—is to 
give us more cognitive flexibility (Carver, 2003; Dreisbach & Goschke, 2004). Consequently, 
pleasure and satisfaction prompt the shift from one goal pursuit to another, or to keep coasting 
on an activated but relatively effortless goal pursuit. Either way, pleasure does not typically 
motivate challenging activities and persistent goal pursuit (Luhmann & Hennecke, 2017). 
To find the kind of positive emotions that are capable of building psychological and 
physiological resources necessary in goal pursuit, one should probably look in the direction of 
high-aroused feelings such as interest, challenge and engagement (Kirby, Tugade, Morrow, 
Ahrens, & Smith, 2014; Shiota, Thrash, Danvers, & Dombrowski, 2014; Smith et al., 2014; 
Straume & Vittersø, 2012; Vittersø, 2016). Hence, in order to understand the dialectics between 
goal pursuits, goal attainment and wellbeing, we suggest that the positive emotions that are 
included as elements of wellbeing are better differentiated into those that are hedonic (or 
benefit-related) and those that are eudaimonic (or opportunity-related).1 The present research 
aims at using this distinction in a longitudinal experimental design. We proceed toward this 
end by briefly reviewing the concept of wellbeing, and, in particular, the distinction between 
hedonic and eudaimonic wellbeing. 
   
2. Two forms of wellbeing: Hedonic and eudaimonic 
Most wellbeing researchers acknowledge that wellbeing is a multifaceted construct (Diener, 
Oishi, & Tay, 2018; WHO, 2012) and a distinction is typically made between hedonic and 
eudaimonic forms (Gallagher, Lopez, & Preacher, 2009; Henderson & Knight, 2012; Tov, 2018). 
Hedonic wellbeing (HWB) concerns feelings and evaluations that are recognized as pleasant or 
unpleasant, what Kahneman refers to as the good-bad dimension of the human mind 
(Kahneman, 1999). It is further becoming conventional to regard the concept of subjective 
                                                 
1 Several conceptualizations exist to account for the difference between what we refer to as hedonic and eudaimonic 
feelings, such as wanting versus liking (Berridge & Kringelbach, 2013) and appetitive versus consummatory effects 
(Burgdorf & Panksepp, 2006). Even the distinction between low aroused and high aroused positive feelings will 
often fit the characteristics of hedonic and eudaimonic feeling states, respectively. See Vittersø (2016) for a 
comprehensive review of this argument. 
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wellbeing (SWB) as a kind of hedonic of wellbeing (e.g., Disabato, Goodman, Kashdan, Short, & 
Jarden, 2016; Vittersø, 2016), although this conceptualization is debatable (Haybron, 2016). 
Eudaimonic wellbeing (EWB) reflects a more complex concept than that of HWB, and no 
consensus about a taxonomy of EWB has yet been established (e.g., Vittersø, 2016). Historically, 
the term “eudaimonia” was merely the ancient Greek word for “a good life,” thus both hedonic 
theories and different versions of Aristotelian theories of happiness were (competing) 
conceptualizations of eudaimonia (Keyes & Annas, 2009; Nussbaum, 2001). More recently, 
however, the term “eudaimonia”—and particularly in the form of “eudaimonic wellbeing”—is 
taken to be a label placed on some variant of the Aristotelian accounts of how a good life ought 
to be lived (Haybron, 2016). As such, its philosophical heritage suggests that EWB must have 
something to do with optimal functioning in the sense of fulfilling one’s human nature (Besser, 
2016; Haybron, 2008). The essence of this notion has been summarized as “the state of being 
well and doing well in being well” (MacIntyre, 2007). Inspired by this philosophical literature, 
researchers have tried to translate the basic idea of eudaimonia into a scientific language, and 
we will discuss some of these attempts next. 
In psychology, the most cited approaches to EWB have sprung out of the humanistic 
movement in the mid-20th century. For instance, the eudaimonic identity theory (Waterman, 
1993; Waterman & Schwartz, 2013), Ryff’s version of psychological wellbeing (Ryff, 1989), and 
the self-determination theory (SDT; Ryan & Deci, 2001; Ryan & Martela, 2016) are all standing 
on humanistic shoulders in their respective focus on identity formation, positive mental health 
and organismic growth. The eudaimonic identity theory defines eudaimonia as the experience 
of personal expressiveness, which is the feeling that follows from having one’s best potentials 
actualized. Eudaimonia is thus conceptualized as a particular kind of pleasure that also 
covers—but is not covered by—hedonia. Stated logically, eudaimonic feelings are a sufficient, 
but not a necessary condition for hedonic wellbeing. By contrast, Ryff’s theory of eudaimonia 
contains no feeling element. Grounded in a synthesis of several humanistic theories, and 
strongly influenced by Jahoda’s work on positive mental health (Jahoda, 1958), Ryff rather 
suggests that feelings are not relevant for the realization of personal potentialities, which she 
conceptualizes as the beautiful idea of purposeful life engagement (Ryff, 2016). Finally, the self-
determination theory promotes a core eudaimonic idea in claiming that humans must live in 
accordance with their nature in order to live well. From the perspective taken by the SDT, 
living in accordance with one’s nature means to satisfy the basic needs of autonomy, 
competence and relationships. 
A fourth psychological conceptualization of EWB is offered by the functional wellbeing 
approach (FWA; Vittersø, 2013, 2016, 2018). Basically, it takes the Aristotelian point of view that 
in order to understand what wellness is, we must relate the concept to our nature. Further, the 
FWA suggests that at the most fundamental level, maintaining stability and fostering change 
are the two most essential features in the life of all biological organisms (e.g., Damasio, 2018; 
Pross, 2016). Consequently, a wellbeing theory should be able to account for how these 
fundamental processes of our nature are related to the central concepts of that theory. The 
explanation proposed by FWA is, in brief, that high levels of HWB are an indicator of well-
functioning stability, whereas high levels of EWB are an indicator of well-functioning change 
processes. Finally, wellbeing is by the FWA considered to comprise both momentary feelings 
and a more stable orientation towards life. For HWB, the prototypical feeling is pleasure 
(operationalized as the frequency of felt pleasure, satisfaction and happiness) and for EWB the 
prototypical feeling is absorbed engagement (operationalized as the frequency of felt 
engagement, immersion and interest). The prototypical orientation to life in HWB is the 
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tendency to evaluate oneself and one’s environment as good rather than bad (operationalized 
as overall life satisfaction), and for EWB it is the inclination to develop one’s potential as a 
human being (operationalized as personal growth). 
The approaches presented above are just a few of the perspectives on EWB offered over the 
last two decades (e.g., Huta & Waterman, 2014; Sheldon, 2018), suggesting that conceptual 
consensus remains to be established for this area of wellbeing research (e.g., Disabato et al., 
2016 Kashdan, Biswas-Diener, & King, 2008). However, a key difference between HWB and 
EWB can be identified across most of these approaches. It is that pleasure—as a feeling and/or 
as an attitude (i.e., life satisfaction)—constitutes the core element of HWB. The salient feature of 
EWB, on the other hand, is associated with the development of a person’s potential as a human 
being. This distinction between two kinds of wellbeing—pleasure and satisfaction reflecting 
HWB, and absorbed engagement and personal growth reflecting EWB—is the analytical 
foundation offered in the present study. An important implication of this conceptualization is 
that the FWA predicts that HWB is associated with successful goal achievement and low-effort 
activities, whereas EWB is associated with the initiation of difficult goal pursuits and with 
effortful activities. 
 
3. Goals and wellbeing 
The theories presented thus far also hold different views on the causal relationships between 
goals and wellbeing. For instance, the eudaimonic identity theory proposes that fulfilling 
certain identity goals will lead to increased EWB. By contrast, the SDT tells us that so-called 
intrinsic goals (i.e., those related to the fulfillment of psychological needs) do not cause 
eudaimonia, but rather constitute eudaimonia. When a person’s EWB is sufficiently satisfied, 
the argument goes, then an increase in HWB will causally follow (Ryan & Martela, 2016). As for 
the broaden-and-build theory, assumptions about the association between HWB and EWB are 
included in the model as a proposition about how high HWB causes an increase in EWB 
(Fredrickson, 2016). The psychological wellbeing approach has, to our knowledge, not 
articulated a causal model about the relationship between goals and wellbeing. Ryff and her 
colleagues have, however, documented a series of positive consequences of high EWB (e.g., 
Ryff, 2014, 2016; Ryff & Singer, 2008). The functional wellbeing approach makes several 
predictions about goals and wellbeing. In particular, the FWA expects that EWB is associated 
with the initiation of so-called change goals, and that HWB is associated with stability goals 
(e.g., Luhmann & Hennecke, 2017). The approach also predicts that HWB increases, at least 
temporarily, when a goal is achieved or a need is fulfilled. 
Empirical evidence supports that goal achievement is associated with increases in HWB 
(Klug & Maier, 2015; Koestner et al., 2002). Furthermore, a study by Sheldon and Lyubomirsky 
(2006) suggests that goal pursuit may have positive effects on EWB too, although only when 
the goal concerns activity change, rather than circumstantial change. Similarly, in a 
longitudinal study by Bauer and McAdams (2010) those adopting intellectual growth goals 
increased in EWB (ego development) over 3 years, while those who adopted socio-emotional 
goals increased in HWB (SWB). In line with the FWA, these studies indicate that change goals, 
i.e., intentional and effortful growth and activity goals, relate to EWB, while stability goals, i.e., 
goals concerned with ensuring secure circumstances and good social relationships, relate to 
HWB. McGregor and Little (1998) found that when we feel efficacy in our ability to reach a 
goal, we are rewarded with pleasurable feelings and positive evaluations of life (HWB); when a 
goal is integrated within core aspects of our sense of self, we experience a sense of meaning in 
life (EWB). Both efficacy and integrity are important aspects of how goals contribute to 
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wellbeing; however, the science of wellbeing has tended to put more focus on efficacy and goal 
achievement. 
 
4. The concept of goals 
When it comes to wellbeing, there are differences between the process of pursuing one’s 
goal (goal pursuit) and the result (goal achievement); between engaging in goal pursuit and 
attaining a desirable goal (e.g., Kaftan & Freund, 2018). There is evidence that the level of 
goal progress, and the change in goal progress, can be more important than goal 
achievement for the relationship between goals and HWB (Hsee & Abelson, 1991; Klug & 
Maier, 2015; Steca et al., 2016). This gives backing to Carver and Scheier’s (2001) principles 
of feedback control processes, where reducing the experienced discrepancy between the 
goal state and the state of reality at a fitting pace gives rise to positive affect (HWB). 
However, in a longitudinal study, Wiese and Freund (2005) found that it was the degree to 
which people were involved in pursuing their goals that was associated with an increase in 
HWB over the span of three years; reported progress had a weaker relationship to 
wellbeing. While feedback control processes have immediate effects on HWB, over time, 
continued engagement in significant goals (EWB) seems essential to a good life. 
There is empirical support that wellbeing influences the goals we choose to engage in. For 
example, a study by Palys and Little (1983) found that people scoring higher on life satisfaction 
adopted goals with lower difficulty level and higher enjoyment than people scoring lower on 
life satisfaction. Similarly, Luhmann and Hennecke (2017) reported that across seven studies, 
high levels of life satisfaction were consistently associated with high levels of stability goals, 
and low levels of change goals. Considering that people do not put in more effort than they 
absolutely need to (Silvia, McCord, & Gendolla, 2010), setting subordinate goals is not 
beneficial. While high HWB can be beneficial for stability (e.g., social relationships), for change 
(e.g., improving income, education, and political participation) a moderate level of HWB is 
better (Oishi, Diener, & Lucas, 2007). 
Related to this, research on self-regulation strategies shows that positive thoughts about 
goal achievement lower the chances of fulfilling a goal (Oettingen, Pak, & Schnetter, 2001; 
Pham & Taylor, 1999; Taylor, Pham, Rivkin, & Armor, 1998). Further, in a series of experiments, 
Oettingen, Mayer, and Portnow (2016) found that those with positive fantasies invested lower 
effort in their goal pursuit, which predicted low success in attaining their goal, and 
consequently more depressive symptoms 1 to 7 months later. Although positive fantasies 
related to fewer depressive symptoms currently, over time—presumably by impeded goal 
pursuit—depressive symptoms increased. Thus, focusing on hedonic feelings and outcomes 
leaves us less motivated to improve current standings and thus worse off in the long run. 
On the other hand, experiencing eudaimonic emotions such as curiosity, interest, awe and 
inspiration are central for helping us to keep working on something, even when it is difficult 
and not experienced as pleasant (e.g., Schwartz & Wrzesniewski, 2016). These emotions 
motivate us to engage in novel things, solve puzzles and try at tasks for a longer period of time 
(Ainley, Hidi, & Berndorff, 2002; Campos, Shiota, Keltner, Gonzaga, & Goetz, 2013; Reeve, 
1989; Straume & Vittersø, 2012; Turner & Silvia, 2006). Further, these feelings are connected to a 
disposition towards being growth-oriented and curious (Ainley et al., 2002; Kashdan & Steger, 
2007; Vittersø & Søholt, 2011; Vittersø, Søholt, Hetland, Thoresen, & Røysamb, 2010). Thus, in 
our longitudinal study, we expect EWB to operate as a predictor of effortful goal pursuit. 
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5. Improving goal pursuit 
Analogous to the research presented on hedonic feeling states, Oettingen and Reininger (2016) 
found that positive outcome thinking reduces goal pursuit effort and leads people to behave as 
though they already have attained their goal, thus sapping energy and reducing goal 
achievement. However, thinking about the future in a systematic manner, evoking emotional 
states and producing links to action, can be beneficial for self-regulating towards a goal 
(Baumeister, Vohs, & Oettingen, 2016; Masicampo & Baumeister, 2013; Taylor et al., 1998). Our 
focus is on two traditions of imagery techniques that both have proved effective in improving 
goal pursuit: mental contrasting (Johannessen, Oettingen, & Mayer, 2012; Oettingen, 
Marquardt, & Gollwitzer, 2012; Oettingen, Mayer, & Thorpe, 2010; Oettingen et al., 2001; 
Oettingen, Stephens, Mayer, & Brinkmann, 2010; Sheeran, Harris, Vaughan, Oettingen, & 
Gollwitzer, 2013) and process simulation (Pham & Taylor, 1999; Taylor et al., 1998). 
Both mental contrasting and process simulation tone down the positive outcome focus, and, 
in its place, introduce aspects of reality and energize towards action. However, there are 
essential differences between the two: in mental contrasting, the focus is on identifying what it 
is in you that could hinder goal pursuit; in process simulation, the focus is on the activities and 
steps that you need to go through in order to meet your goals. Also, importantly, in mental 
contrasting, you first activate the positive fantasy outcome and then focus on the obstacles and 
the behavior that will help overcome those obstacles, which is thought to induce a necessity to 
act by changing the interpretation of reality as an obstacle to wish fulfillment (Oettingen et al., 
2001). In process simulation, the weight is put on mentally visualizing actually going through 
the motions involved in goal pursuit by visualizing taking the right steps and putting in the 
effort (Pham & Taylor, 1999; Taylor et al., 1998). Both mental contrasting and process 
simulation have previously proved effective compared to positive fantasizing and outcome 
thinking. In this study, in order to further the goal pursuit process, our participants practiced 
either mental contrasting, process simulation or positive fantasizing every night for a week. By 
investigating all three mental exercises simultaneously, we wanted to explore if the differences 
presented above would give rise to detectable differences in wellbeing. 
 
6. The present study 
The overarching purpose of the present study is to use both HWB and EWB in exploring how 
wellbeing and goal pursuit relate to each other. We designed a longitudinal intervention 
experiment, with electronic deliverance of interventions to aid in goal pursuit, so that we were 
able to examine wellbeing as both predictor and outcome variables in the same study. We 
expect to find that the role of HWB and EWB in goal pursuit conforms to the prediction 
deduced by the functional wellbeing approach as follows. 
1) EWB is a stronger predictor of effortful goal pursuit than HWB. 
2) The effect of successful goal achievement is stronger on HWB than on EWB. 
3) Goal effort will facilitate goal achievement. 
A second aim of the study is to explore how different strategies of goal pursuit may relate to 
wellbeing. More concretely, we expect mental contrasting and process simulation to show 
greater increase in HWB than positive fantasizing, due to their influence on goal achievement 
reported in earlier studies. Following common practice in wellbeing research, we will also 
check whether gender and social status (being a student versus a member of the general 
population) have an impact on the dependent variables. 
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7. Method 
7.1 Participants and procedure 
We recruited participants to the “Happiness as a goal” study through two routes: 1) by 
advertising it in class and sending an invitation email to a convenience sample of psychology 
students at a Norwegian university, and 2) by sending an invitation letter to a representative 
Norwegian sample of 2,000 addresses. In order to be eligible to participate, one needed to own 
and know how to use a smart phone with Internet access. One hundred and eighty-five 
participants (34 men and 127 women) volunteered for the study: 69 from the student 
population and 116 from the general population. They ranged in age from 21 years to 77 years, 
with a mean age of 36.08 (SD = 13.44). Twenty-four participants did not report their age and 
gender. The study was administered exclusively online, using Qualtrics, an online survey 
platform (https://www.qualtrics.com), in combination with SurveySignal 
(http://www.surveysignal.com) for sending text messages to mobile phones. Volunteers found 
their way to our information site by going to the link in our invitation e-mail/letter: by ticking 
“yes” to the informed consent question, they were randomized into one of three groups and 
sent to the registration site in SurveySignal. 
After registering, participants in all three groups completed an identical questionnaire (T1) 
and were asked to set a goal that was “a little challenging, but achievable.” The goals adopted 
were variable in terms of content, for example, personal goals reported by the participants 
included “quit smoking,” “exercise more,” “get a good grade in my exam” and “save money.” 
After writing down their personal goal, all three groups were also asked to perform a mental 
exercise; however, the instructions for the mental exercises differed by group. The mental 
exercises are described in more detail in the next section, briefly: Group 1 received instructions 
for mental contrasting (MC, n = 52, Oettingen et al., 2001), Group 2 received instructions for 
positive fantasizing (PF, n = 61, Oettingen et al., 2001), and Group 3 received instructions for 
process simulation (PS, n = 72, Pham & Taylor, 1999). Participants were then informed that they 
would be asked to complete the same mental exercise every night for the following 7 days. At 9 
pm, a text message that included a link to a daily report form was sent out to participants’ 
mobile phones. The daily report forms consisted of instructions for their assigned mental 
exercise and a short questionnaire. After one week of working with their goal and completing 
daily reports, participants filled out the second questionnaire (T2), and one week after that (15 
days after the initial questionnaire) they completed a follow-up questionnaire (T3) with the 
same measures as at T2. 
Participants received a gift certificate of 200 Norwegian kroner (NOK; approximately 
equivalent to 20 Euro or 24 USD) for completing T1, the daily report forms and T2—and an 
additional gift certificate of 100 NOK for completing the follow-up at T3. In the student sample, 
we had a raffle for a bonus gift certificate of 5000 NOK amongst the students who completed all 
measures. The study was approved by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data. 
 
7.2 Measures 
We measured hedonic and eudaimonic dimensions of wellbeing as follows. 
 Life satisfaction. A short three-item version of the Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS; 
Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985) was used to capture life satisfaction. Participants 
were asked to evaluate to what extent the following items were true for them on a scale from 1 
(not true) to 7 (completely true). The items included were: “In most ways my life is close to my 
ideal,” “The conditions of my life are excellent” and “I am satisfied with my life.”  Cronbach’s 
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alphas were .87 at T1, .86 at T2 and .88 at T3. Summary statistics across groups and time were 
M = 4.93, SD = 1.15. 
Trait emotions. Pleasure, interest and negative emotions were measured by the Basic 
Emotion Trait Test (BETT; Vittersø, Oelmann, & Wang, 2009). All variables were measured by 
three items each: pleasure was measured by pleasure, satisfaction and happiness; interest by 
interest, immersion and engagement; and negative emotions by anger, sadness and fear. 
Instructions asked participants how often they felt each of the emotions in their everyday life, 
with response options running from 1 (never) to 7 (all the time). Cronbach’s alphas at T1, T2 
and T3 were .88, .88 and .91 for the pleasure subscale; .86, .83 and .89 for the interest subscale; 
and .65, .73 and .75 for the negative emotions subscale. Summary statistics across groups and 
time were M = 4.67, SD = 1.00 for pleasure, M = 4.87, SD = 1.05 for interest, and M = 2.58, SD = 
0.90 for negative emotions. 
Personal growth composite. The instrument comprises four subscales: curiosity (Amabile, Hill, 
Hennessey, & Tighe, 1994) with three items, absorption (Kashdan, Rose, & Fincham, 2004) with 
three items, complexity (from Cattell’s 16PF, see IPIP, 2002) with three items, and competence 
(from Cloninger’s TCI, see IPIP, 2002) with three items. The participants responded on a 5-point 
response format from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Example items are: “I enjoy 
trying to solve complex problems” (curiosity), “When I am participating in an activity, I tend to 
get so involved that I lose track of time” (absorption), “I love to think up new ways of doing 
things” (complexity), and “I can perform a wide variety of tasks” (competence). Cronbach’s 
alphas were .80 at T1, .81 at T2 and .75 at T3. Summary statistics across groups and time were 
M = 3.61, SD = 0.56. 
Goal effort and achievement. We measured goal effort and goal achievement at both T2 and T3 
with one item each. Goal effort was measured with the question: “How much effort have you 
put in to reach your goal?” with answer alternatives ranging from 1 (very little) to 5 (a lot). 
Summary statistics for goal effort across groups and T2 and T3 measures were M = 3.14, SD = 
0.94.  Goal achievement was measured by the item: “Do you feel that you have reached your 
goal during this week?” The response options were 1 = yes (n = 45) and 0 = no (n = 83). 
Time. Our wellbeing variables were measured three times over a two-week period: before 
the intervention (T1), directly after the intervention week (T2) and one week after the 
intervention ended (T3). The time-variable was scaled such that the intercept represents the 
model-implied mean at the first time-point and the coefficient is the increase from the 
beginning to the end, i.e., T1 = 0, T2 = 0.5 and T3 = 1. 
Intervention groups. We effect coded the groups such that the intercept represents the grand 
mean of the dependent variable for all three groups (Alkharusi, 2012). 
 
7.3 Interventions 
In the daily report forms, we first asked participants in all three intervention groups to think of 
their goal (participants’ individual goals were integrated into the instructions) and follow the 
instructions for the exercises. The exercises took approximately the same amount of time to 
complete. They differed only with regard to the instructions. 
The Mental Contrasting intervention was adapted from Oettingen et al. (2001). Participants 
receiving this intervention were asked to first identify one positive aspect about achieving the 
goal, to picture events and experiences connected to the positive outcome, and to write down a 
few words describing what they thought about it. They were then asked to identify one 
negative aspect of the current situation that stands in the way of achieving their goal, and in the 
same manner, picture events and experiences connected to this obstacle and write down a few 
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words describing what they thought about it. The exercise is designed to create a mental 
contrast between the positive fantasy of the goal and the negative aspects of the present that 
may hinder goal achievement, and ultimately, induce a feeling in the participants of the 
necessity to act. 
In the Positive Fantasizing condition, participants were given the same instructions as for the 
Mental Contrasting, except that they were not asked to think about a negative aspect 
(Oettingen et al., 2001). Instead, they were asked to think about another positive aspect. That is, 
instead of creating a contrast to the positive aspect, people were only allowed to fantasize about 
the positive outcomes of realizing one’s goals. 
The Process Simulation intervention was adapted from Taylor and colleagues (Pham & 
Taylor, 1999; Taylor et al., 1998). Here participants were asked to think about the processes they 
needed to go through, picture themselves collecting materials or resources, and, in as detailed 
and realistic a way as possible, see themselves completing the tasks that would lead to goal 
achievement. This mental exercise is designed to help participants identify activities and steps 
involved in goal achievement, which prompts them to form a plan for how they are going to 
achieve their goal. Also, the mental exercise may help anticipate and regulate emotions that 
occur while working towards the goal. 
 
7.4 Data reduction and preliminary analysis 
We used IBM SPSS version 24 and Mplus version 8 for our analysis. A principal component 
analysis (PCA) of our wellbeing variables at T1, T2, and T3 showed that variables consistently 
loaded on two factors (with Eigenvalues >1). SWLS, pleasure and negative emotions loaded on 
one factor; personal growth and interest loaded on the other factor. There were no cross-
loadings >.5. We composed hedonic wellbeing (HWB) as SWLS + pleasure − negative emotions 
(negative loading) and eudaimonic wellbeing (EWB) as personal growth + interest. HWB and 
EWB were standardized for the analyses. 
The analysis dataset consisted of 167 responses at T1, 128 responses at T2 and 107 responses 
at T3 = 402 observations (out of 185 x 3 = 555 possible, 72, 43%). Data missing for the wellbeing 
variables were imputed using multiple imputations as follows. When still organized as a wide 
file (i.e., one record/row of data per participant), all variables belonging to the HWB construct 
were used as input for the EM imputation algorithm as provided by IBM SPSS. A similar 
procedure was used for the variables belonging to the EWB construct. Thus, the imputation 
was completed in two steps, first by including the HWB variables from all three waves, and 
then a new estimation using the EWB variables from the three waves. 
We combined the T2 and T3 measures of goal effort and goal achievement and used an 
average of T2 and T3 for EWB2 and HWB2 in the path model presented in Figure 1 below, for 
the purpose of keeping the maximum number of participants in our analysis and for 
parsimony. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was .84 for HWB and .78 for EWB, thus 
the multilevel analyses reported in Tables 1 and 2 below were appropriate. 
 
8. Results 
8.1 Wellbeing, goal effort and goal achievement 
We hypothesized EWB to be a stronger predictor of effortful goal pursuit than HWB, because 
EWB affects goal effort, which in turn predicts goal achievement. We tested this hypothesis by 
fitting the path model depicted in Figure 1 to our data. We did not include the intervention 
groups in this model because a preliminary analysis showed that the three groups differed 
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neither on goal effort, F(2, 127) = 0.06, p = .946, nor on goal achievement, F(2, 127) = 1.33, p = 
.269. The model was estimated with Robust Maximum Likelihood (MLR) and had excellent 
goodness-of-fit, χ2(2, N = 185) = 3.80, p = .149, CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = .07, 90% CI [.00, .18]. In line 
with the first part of our hypothesis, EWB at T1 significantly predicted goal effort directly and 
goal achievement indirectly, whereas neither of these paths were significant for HWB at T1. 
The total standardized effect from EWB at T1 to goal achievement was  = .23, p = .017, with the 
direct effect equal to  = .10 (p = .306) and the indirect effect equal to  = .14 (p = .001). The 
indirect effect is simply the path from EWB to goal effort times the path from goal effort to goal 
achievement. The total effect from HWB at T1 to goal achievement was  = .15, p = .128; the 
direct effect  = .09, p = .285; and the indirect effect  = .05, p = .258. We also tested the difference 
between the model depicted in Figure 1 and a nested model in which the paths from EWB at T1 
to goal effort and the path from HWB at T1 to goal effort were constrained to be equal. A 
Satorra-Bentler chi-square difference test for robust ML estimation showed a significant 
difference in goodness-of-fit between the two models, Δχ2(1) = 3.96, p = .047. This result 
indicates that the impact from EWB on goal effort is significantly stronger than the impact from 
HWB on goal effort. Using the same modelling strategy, no difference in the strengths of the 
paths from EWB at T1 and HWB at T1 on goal achievement was observed, Δχ2(1) = 0.10, p = 
.746. 
 
Figure 1. Standardized regression weights for a path model of goal effort as a mediator 
between wellbeing and goal achievement. Estimates from a model without the goal effort 
variable in parenthesis. 
 
ns = not significant. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. 
 
In a model estimated without the goal effort variable, a significant path was found from goal 
achievement to HWB at T2,   = .13, p = .001, whereas the path from goal achievement to EWB 
at T2 was not significant,  = .08, p = .144. Constraining the two paths to be equal gave a 
significantly worse goodness-of-fit in the nested model, Δχ2(1) = 4.27, p = .039. Again, this 
means that the association from goal achievement to HWB is significantly stronger than the 
association from goal achievement to EWB. 
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When goal effort was included as a mediator in the model, the path from goal achievement 
to HWB at T2 was no longer significant and the chi-square of a nested model constraining the 
two paths to be equal was not different from the chi-square of a model in which the two paths 
were not constrained to be equal, Δχ2(1) = 0.52, p = .470. This suggests that even if goal 
achievement in itself is an important predictor of HWB, our data indicate that it is the effort 
invested in reaching a goal that really drives the association between goal achievement and 
HWB. 
Finally, the path from goal effort to HWB at T2 was significant,  = .17, p < .001, while the 
path to EWB at T2 was not,  = .10, p = .109.  Constraining the two paths to be equal gave a 
significantly worse goodness-of-fit in the nested model, Δχ2(1) = 6.43, p = .011, illustrating the 
importance of goal effort on goal achievement, and further supporting the part of our 
hypothesis that expected the effect from goal effort on HWB to be stronger than its effect on 
EWB. 
 
8.2 Multilevel model of change in wellbeing 
We further investigated how the one week of active goal pursuit contributed to changes in 
EWB and HWB during the study period. For that purpose, we specified and estimated two 
multilevel linear growth models: one for HWB and one for EWB. Both models included a 
random intercept in order to take each participant baseline score into account; and both models 
included the same level-2 covariates: gender, age and student vs. general population survey 
sample. Although the intervention groups did not differ in terms of goal achievement, we still 
wanted to investigate if the different interventions influenced the wellbeing measures. We 
expected no intervention group differences in initial levels of wellbeing, as our participants 
were randomized to the groups. Our focal explanatory variable at level-1 was time and our 
research question was if the intervention period of working towards a personal goal influenced 
either EWB and HWB, or both. 
 
8.2.1 Hedonic wellbeing 
The results for HWB are reported in Table 1 below. The significant time-variable indicates that 
HWB increased for all three intervention groups,   = .24, p < .001, after the goal pursuit period. 
Our hypothesis that participants practicing MC or PS would increase more in HWB, while 
participants in the PF-group would not, was not supported. That is, neither MC nor PS had a 
significant interaction effect with time. There were also no differences between 
students/general population, male/female and age. 
 
8.2.2 Eudaimonic wellbeing 
The results for EWB are reported in Table 2 below. In contrast to HWB, there was no general 
time-trend for EWB. However, unexpectedly, the positive fantasy group increased significantly 
more than all groups combined on EWB,  = .29, p < .001). Age was also significant in our 
model. This finding means that reported EWB increased with .02 scale point per year. 
 
For both HWB and EWB, the variances for the intercepts are relatively large compared to their 
standard errors (Z = 2.23, p = .026 and Z = 2.66 p = .008 respectively), indicating that there is 
substantial between-person heterogeneity within the intervention groups. The within-person 
random effects are also large and there is evidence of auto-correlation in the within-person 
residuals, thus there is uncertainty in the estimates of typical patterns. 
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Table 1. Results from the multilevel growth model for hedonic wellbeing (N = 161) 
     CI95 
Fixed effects (intercept, slopes) Estimate (SE) t p Lower Upper 
Intercept (level at week 1) -.47 0.31 -1.50   .135 -1.09 0.15 
Time  .24 0.05  4.66 < .001  0,14 0.34 
MC  .17 0.12   1.472   .143 -0,06 0.40 
PF -.01 0.11 -0.90   .372 -0.32 0.12 
PS -.07 0.11 -0.69   .493 -0.28 0.14 
Time*MC -.03 0.08 -0.34   .735 -0.18 0.12 
Time*PF -.02 0.07 -0.27   .784 -0.16 0.12 
Time*PS  .05 0.07  0.66   .508 -0.09 0.18 
Students  .37 0.20  1.88   .062 -0.02 0.76 
Gender -.23 0.18 -1.28   .202 -0.60 0.13 
Age  .01 0.01  1.15   .254 -0.01 0.02 
     CI95 
Random effects ((co-)variances) Estimate (SE) z p Lower Upper 
Level 2 (between-person)       
Intercept .37 0.17 2.23   .026 0.15 0.90 
       
Level 1 (within-person)       
Residual .67 0.15 4.48 < .001 0.27 0.87 
Autocorrelation .58 0.19 3.09   .002 0.31 1.10 
Note: Time was coded 0 = T1, .5 = T2 and 1 = T3, groups were effect coded; students were coded 1 = student, 0 = 
general population; gender was coded 1 = female, 0 = male; age was grand-mean centered; MC = mental contrasting; 
PF = positive fantasizing; PS = process simulation. 
 
Table 2. Results from the multilevel growth model for eudaimonic wellbeing (N = 161) 
     CI95 
Fixed effects (intercept, slopes) Estimate (SE) t p Lower Upper 
Intercept (level at week 1) -.78 0.30 -2.60 .010 -1.38 -0.19 
Time  .11 0.06  1.72 .087 -0.02  0.23 
MC  .19 0.12  1.61 .109 -0.04  0.41 
PF -.19 0.11 -1.75 .081 -0.41  0.02 
PS  .01 0.10   .06 .954 -0.20  0.21 
Time*MC -.13 0.09 -1.40 .165 -0.31  0.05 
Time*PF  .29 0.09  3.31 .001  0.12  0.46 
Time*PS -.16 0.08 -1.92 .056 -0.32  0.00 
Students  .25 0.19  1.33 .186 -0.12  0.62 
Gender  .07 0.18  0.38 .708 -0.28  0.41 
Age  .02 0.01  2.52 .013  0.00  0.03 
     CI95 
Random effects ((co-)variances) Estimate (SE) z p Lower Upper 
Level 2 (between-person)       
Intercept .48 0.18 2.66    .008 0.23 0.99 
       
Level 1 (within-person)       
Residual .62 0.15 4.22 < .001 0.25 0.83 
Autocorrelation .46 0.19 2.40    .016 0.20 1.05 
Note: Time was coded 0 = T1, .5 = T2 and 1 = T3, groups were effect coded; students were coded 1 = student, 0 = 
general population; gender was coded 1 = female, 0 = male; age was grand-mean centered; MC = mental contrasting; 
PF = positive fantasizing; PS = process simulation. 
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9. Discussion 
Our results suggest that hedonia and eudaimonia play different roles in the reciprocal 
relationship between wellbeing and goal pursuit. Using a longitudinal design, we learned that 
eudaimonic wellbeing helped activate and advance effortful goal pursuit, whereas an intensive 
week of goal pursuit was rewarded by increased hedonic wellbeing. We found that people 
higher in eudaimonic wellbeing put more effort towards their goal and were consequently 
more likely to achieve it. Hedonic wellbeing did not play a significant role in this part of the 
process, although the consequences of goal effort and goal achievement were increased hedonic 
wellbeing. We did not find the expected differences between the intervention groups. 
The results are in line with the predictions derived from the FWA (Vittersø, 2013, 2016). The 
FWA claims that processes involved in effortful growth processes, such as embarking on a 
difficult goal pursuit, are related to EWB rather than HWB. The latter operates as a reward for 
goal achievement, but not as a motivator for the goal striving. The results are also compatible 
with the SDT (Ryan & Deci, 2017), which argues that HWB is the outcome variable and EWB is 
the causal variable of a goal process. However, the results partly contradict the predictions 
made by the broaden-and-build theory, because Fredrickson argues that both eudaimonic and 
hedonic emotions contribute to increased goal effort (e.g., Fredrickson, 2001, p. 219). In our 
data, only the eudaimonic part of wellbeing did that. 
A salient distinction between the FWA and the SDT concerns the conceptualization of 
wellbeing. For example, according to the FWA, the concept of wellbeing is not considered to be 
a state, but a process that includes those elements of human development that typically are 
referred to as optimal functioning—i.e., the process of development in and by itself. Hence, 
when people feel engaged as they execute a challenging task, this feeling is in itself a positive 
experience. As such, it is a part of that person’s wellbeing, even if it is not labelled as pleasure 
or satisfaction. By contrast, the SDT considers the engaged experience that often occurs during 
the early phases of a goal pursuit as a cause of wellbeing, and not as wellbeing in itself. In other 
words, the SDT makes a sharp distinction between the feelings we have as we execute a plan 
that leads to a goal, and the feelings we have when the goal is reached. The former feeling state 
is not part of their wellbeing concept, whereas the latter is. The authors are, however, strongly 
aware of the fact that the results presented here are incapable of solving this important 
conceptual disagreement. 
 
9.1 Eudaimonic wellbeing, goal effort and goal pursuit 
The present findings indicate that it is the eudaimonic part of wellbeing that ignites and 
sustains goal pursuit processes, at least when they take some effort. By contrast, the hedonic 
dimension of wellbeing is less involved in goal pursuit initiatives and more related to the 
outcome phase. This finding is supported by existing theory and research outlining how EWB 
and interest encourage processes typical for focused goal pursuit (Campos et al., 2013; 
Schwartz & Wrzesniewski, 2016; Straume & Vittersø, 2012). Although we did not observe an 
effect from HWB on goal effort, our results do not corroborate the literature reporting that 
HWB and pleasure actually obstruct focused goal pursuit processes (Carver, 2003; Dreisbach & 
Goschke, 2004; Oettingen et al., 2016). Nevertheless, our results show that EWB was positively 
correlated with subsequent goal effort and goal achievement, whereas HWB kicked in at a later 
stage of the timeline. In sum, it appears that when the influence of eudaimonic and hedonic 
wellbeing is simultaneously compared, the existing influence of wellbeing on goal pursuit 
essentially takes place through EWB. That is, when controlling for HWB, eudaimonia was 
found to make an independent contribution to both goal effort and goal achievement. By 
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contrast, when controlling for EWB, hedonia did not make a similar independent contribution 
to either goal effort or goal achievement. It would thus appear that when it comes to the two 
main concepts of wellbeing, EWB is important for getting challenging projects started and 
HWB is important in rewarding successful task completion. 
The present study also shows that goal effort can help explain why the two forms of 
wellbeing have a differentiated impact on goal achievement. Indeed, our results show that 
eudaimonic wellbeing constitutes a more important inner psychological resource for improving 
goal pursuit because it promotes adaptive forms of coping under challenge, by increasing effort 
towards the goal. 
One result that puzzled us was that the positive thinking intervention group actually 
increased in eudaimonic wellbeing during the study, compared to the other two groups. This 
finding was surprising, and we cannot rule out the possibility that it actually was an artefact of 
the uncertainty connected to the high heterogeneity in our sample. Another possibility is that 
the period of only thinking positively about goal outcomes left participants wanting to do 
something. For example, Taylor et al. (1998) found that although the outcome simulation group 
failed to take action to achieve their goals during the study period, they were left highly 
motivated. 
 
9.2 Goal pursuit, goal achievement and hedonic wellbeing 
Our findings revealed that goal pursuit and goal achievement produce increases in hedonic 
wellbeing. The positive correlation between goal pursuit and HWB is well-established (Klug & 
Maier, 2015; Koestner et al., 2002), but the current findings add to previous studies that have 
shown a causal relationship by using a longitudinal, experimental design (MacLeod, Coates, & 
Hetherton, 2008; Steca et al., 2016). In our study, HWB increased after the intervention period 
where participants engaged in goal pursuit. Also, the path model showed that the output of 
goal pursuits increased subsequent HWB, adding to the evidence that a major function of HWB 
is to reward goal fulfillment. 
Our analyses did not detect any differences between the three interventions in goal 
outcomes and HWB. Previous investigations by Oettingen and colleagues (Johannessen et al., 
2012; Kappes, Singmann, & Oettingen, 2012; Oettingen, Mayer, et al., 2010; Oettingen et al., 
2001), comparing mental contrasting and positive fantasizing, have found mental contrasting to 
be more effective than positive fantasizing alone in improving goal pursuit. Process simulation 
has also led to more successful goal outcomes in the past (Pham & Taylor, 1999; Taylor et al., 
1998). In our study, the lack of differences between intervention groups may be explained by 
the heterogeneity in the goals our participants set and/or the short time-perspective of the 
study. Also, for mental contrasting to be successful, participants need to have a high 
expectation of success, and we did not incorporate this into our analyses. 
 
10. Limitations and conclusion 
When comparing the changes in wellbeing, we did not have a control group (i.e., a group that 
did not engage in goal pursuit), thus we cannot be sure that it was the goal pursuit per se that 
actually increased HWB. However, subjective wellbeing, which we used to measure HWB, is 
thought to reflect the actual conditions in a person’s life and has been shown to be relatively 
stable over time (Costa, McCrae, & Zonderman, 1987; Schimmack, Schupp, & Wagner, 2008), 
but still sensitive to short-term goal pursuits (Steca et al., 2016). Thus, it is reasonable to assume 
that the observed increase in HWB during our study stems from goal pursuit and goal 
achievement. 
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Although we took means to recruit a representative national sample, the participants did 
actively self-recruit. Thus, there might be some characteristics of our participants (high 
motivation) that may limit the generalizability of our results to the general population. 
Moreover, the response rate for the population study was very low, which makes it difficult to 
generalize the present findings to the population in general. However, the fact that a sample 
originating from a population representative of Norwegians was included in the study must be 
considered a strength in itself, given the extreme bias in the number of student samples utilized 
in psychological research. Moreover, recent studies suggest that even samples with very low 
response rates appear to do a good job in making predictions about the population from which 
they are drawn (Hellevik, 2016). 
Previous studies have shown that wellbeing outcomes can be differentiated based on goal 
types, but because participants were free to pursue any goal of their interest, and were asked to 
set a personally meaningful goal, we did not take measures to differentiate between different 
types of goals in our analyses (e.g., zero-sum vs. non-zero-sum goals, intrinsic vs. extrinsic 
goals, self-concordant vs. controlled goals; Headey, 2008; Kasser & Ryan, 2001; Sheldon & 
Houser-Marko, 2001). Our results accordingly reflect that people were instructed to set 
personally meaningful and slightly difficult goals. 
The hypotheses offered in the study were basically supported by significant results. 
However, the effect sizes were not very large. An explanation might be that the study was 
conducted in a natural setting, which increases the number of potential influences dramatically 
compared to a controlled laboratory setting. However, in a natural setting, even small effect 
sizes can have important implications for theory and practice (Abelson, 1985). Although the 
findings contribute to a more differentiated understanding of the dynamic interaction between 
wellbeing and goal processes, there are obviously other mechanisms involved in the regulation 
of goal-oriented activities. For example, in a natural setting, people pursue multiple goals in 
tandem, and active goals pull resources away from each other (Kruglanski et al., 2002). 
Participants in this study were asked to set and report on only one specific goal, thus, we do 
not know the influence of competing goals. This might be an interesting path that future 
studies could explore. 
In sum, and despite these limitations, the present paper adds to the previous research on 
wellbeing and goals by identifying the unique functioning of EWB and HWB in processes 
involving goal pursuit and goal achievement. This speaks to the importance of distinguishing 
between eudaimonic and hedonic dimensions of wellbeing. If wellbeing truly is a process and 
not a place—as Diener and Biswas-Diener (2008) have suggested—it is important to fully 
realize the phenomenological richness and diverse valuations involved in a life well lived. A 
science of wellbeing should aspire to comprehend the complexity of subjective experiences and 
not narrow its scope to the study of pleasure and satisfaction alone. The experience of stepping 
out of one’s comfort zone is different from that of returning to a safe haven. The first can be 
exciting and even frightening; the second is typically felt as pleasant and rewarding. But both 
contribute to a good life—and together with other positive affects and judgments, they should 
be included in a scientist’s understanding of what “being well and doing well in being well” 
means. 
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